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This study was presented as a poster presentation at the International Stroke Conference, held February 6--8, 2019 in Honolulu, HI, USA.

Clinical PerspectiveWhat Is New?Black Medicare beneficiaries with implantable cardiac devices capable of detecting atrial rhythm had lower incidence of atrial fibrillation than non‐black beneficiaries despite having a higher burden of vascular risk factors and a higher risk of ischemic stroke.What Are the Clinical Implications?Further investigation of this paradox may elucidate novel mechanisms of cardioembolic stroke and reveal targets for reducing racial disparities in stroke risk.

Introduction {#jah33749-sec-0008}
============

Black individuals in the United States are significantly more likely to experience a stroke compared with other racial groups.[1](#jah33749-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#jah33749-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} This disparity is partly attributable to known differences in established stroke risk factors.[1](#jah33749-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} However, these known risk factors appear to account for only half of the observed stroke disparity.[2](#jah33749-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Atrial fibrillation (AF) is a major risk factor for ischemic stroke, but prior studies have suggested that AF may be less common among blacks in the United States.[3](#jah33749-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#jah33749-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#jah33749-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#jah33749-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#jah33749-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#jah33749-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#jah33749-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}

Prior investigations that found a lower incidence of AF in black individuals used self‐reported diagnosis,[10](#jah33749-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} standard 12‐lead ECGs,[5](#jah33749-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#jah33749-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#jah33749-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#jah33749-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#jah33749-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} and administrative claims data to ascertain AF.[3](#jah33749-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} More recent trials evaluating the incidence of previously undiagnosed AF among the elderly demonstrated the superiority of long‐term implanted cardiac devices in detecting subclinical AF.[13](#jah33749-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#jah33749-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} Few studies on racial differences in AF risk have taken advantage of the more thorough arrhythmia detection afforded by these implanted devices, and those that did included few black patients[15](#jah33749-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} or limited their study to inpatient encounters.[9](#jah33749-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} We therefore used inpatient and outpatient claims to evaluate the incidence of AF in black compared with non‐black patients with implanted cardiac devices capable of documenting atrial dysrhythmias.

Methods {#jah33749-sec-0009}
=======

The data used in this analysis include restricted Medicare claims data and therefore cannot be shared directly with other investigators because of the terms of the data use agreement. However, investigators can obtain access to these data by application to the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services.[16](#jah33749-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}

We performed a retrospective cohort study using inpatient and outpatient claims data from a 5% sample of Medicare beneficiaries between January 1, 2008 and September 30, 2015. The US federal government\'s Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services provide health insurance to a large majority of US residents aged 65 years and up.[16](#jah33749-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services makes data on claims, submitted by providers and hospitals, available to researchers. Hospital claims contain up to 25 *International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision, Clinical Modification* (*ICD‐9‐CM*) diagnosis codes, 6 *ICD‐9‐CM* procedure codes, and hospitalization dates. Physician claims include *ICD‐9‐CM* diagnosis codes, *Current Procedural Terminology* (*CPT*) codes, and the date of service. Beneficiaries are assigned a unique, anonymous identifier code that allows linkage of multiple claims over the course of the patient\'s clinical care. This study was approved by the Weill Cornell Medical College institutional review board. The need for informed consent was waived because of the deidentified nature of our data. Our study abides by the Reporting of Studies Conducted using Observational Routinely‐Collected Health Data (RECORD) Statement.[17](#jah33749-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}

We limited our cohort to beneficiaries with continuous coverage in traditional fee‐for‐service Medicare (both parts A and B) for at least 1 year (or until death, if applicable). Additionally, only patients aged ≥66 years were included to ensure adequate time after Medicare eligibility at age 65 years for providers to document existing comorbidities. From among this sample, we identified beneficiaries with at least 1 documented interrogation of an implantable pacemaker, cardioverter‐defibrillator, or loop recorder. We used *CPT* codes 93285, 93291, 93298, and 93299 for interrogation of implantable loop recorders; 93288, 93294, and 93296 for interrogation of an implantable dual‐chamber pacemaker; and 93261, 93289, 93295, and 93296 for interrogation of an implantable cardioverter‐defibrillator. Patients without at least 1 year of Medicare coverage before their first device interrogation were excluded. We also excluded patients who at the time of their first device interrogation already had a diagnosis of AF, atrial flutter (AFL), or stroke, as defined below.

The primary predictor variable was black race. Race is documented in the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services denominator file as reported by beneficiaries or their surrogates. The primary outcome was AF/AFL diagnosed in an inpatient or outpatient setting, defined as *ICD‐9‐CM* codes 427.3, 427.31, or 427.32 in any diagnosis position. These codes have demonstrated good positive predictive value and sensitivity compared with expert review of medical records.[18](#jah33749-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} AFL was included in the primary outcome because AFL frequently co‐occurs with AF[19](#jah33749-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#jah33749-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#jah33749-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} and is an established stroke risk factor that results in similar patterns of care by physicians.[22](#jah33749-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#jah33749-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} The inclusion of inpatient and outpatient claims, as done in our study, has been recommended for increased validity when identifying incident AF/AFL.[18](#jah33749-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Because racial differences in AFL may be paradoxically counter to those seen in AF,[24](#jah33749-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} we conducted secondary analyses looking at AF (*ICD‐9‐CM* code 427.31) and AFL (427.32) separately. We additionally included ischemic stroke as a secondary outcome, defined by a validated *ICD‐9‐CM* code algorithm that uses codes 433.x1, 434.x1, or 436 in any hospital discharge diagnosis code position without a concurrent primary discharge code for rehabilitation (V57) or any codes for trauma (800--804 or 850--854), subarachnoid hemorrhage (430), or intracerebral hemorrhage (431).[25](#jah33749-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}

To adjust for potential confounders, we used the Medicare denominator file to ascertain age and sex, and standard *ICD‐9‐CM* codes to ascertain the following vascular risk factors for AF/AFL and/or stroke: hypertension, diabetes mellitus, coronary heart disease, heart failure, peripheral vascular disease, chronic kidney disease, valvular heart disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, tobacco use, and alcohol abuse.[4](#jah33749-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#jah33749-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#jah33749-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}

Baseline characteristics were compared using the Chi‐square test and the *t* test or rank‐sum test, as appropriate. Survival analysis was used to calculate annual incidence rates, reported as cases per 100 person‐years along with exact CI. We additionally calculated cumulative incidence functions, stratified by race. Beneficiaries entered our analysis on the date of their first recorded device interrogation and were censored on the date of their last recorded device interrogation. Cox proportional hazards analysis was used to examine the association between black race and outcomes while adjusting for age, sex, and the vascular risk factors defined above. The proportional hazards assumption was verified by visual inspection of log‐log plots. The threshold of statistical significance was set at α=0.05. All analyses were performed using Stata/MP version 14 (College Station, TX).

Several sensitivity analyses were conducted. First, the frequency of device interrogation was included as an additional covariate in the Cox proportional hazards model. Frequency of device interrogation was defined as the number of interrogations divided by the time from the first interrogation until the censoring date, which was defined as the date of last interrogation. Second, we limited our sample to patients with at least 2 device interrogations at least 30 days apart; patients entered our analysis at the time of the second interrogation. Third, we limited our cohort to patients with a documented implantation of either a loop recorder or a dual‐chamber pacemaker or cardioverter‐defibrillator during the study period, since single‐chamber devices may not accurately capture atrial rhythm; we additionally analyzed only patients with implanted dual‐chamber devices since their AF/AFL‐detection algorithms may be more specific than those of implantable loop recorders.

Because we sought to take advantage of the superior AF/AFL detection of implanted cardiac devices compared with routine clinical follow‐up, our selected cohort comprised only those with such devices. However, patients with these devices likely differ significantly from the general Medicare population, and there may also be racial differences in the likelihood of device implantation. To address these potential sources of bias, we conducted a confirmatory analysis of the incidence of AF/AFL among black versus non‐black patients in the general Medicare population. Aside from the broadened inclusion criteria, this analysis used the same definitions of AF/AFL and stroke as well as the same statistical approach described above. Details of similar analyses have been previously published.[19](#jah33749-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}

Results {#jah33749-sec-0010}
=======

We identified 47 417 eligible Medicare beneficiaries with at least 1 recorded interrogation of an implanted pacemaker, cardioverter‐defibrillator, or loop recorder during the study period (Figure [1](#jah33749-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). These patients' mean age was 78.1 (±7.7) years, 20 183 (42.6%) were female, and 3192 (6.7%) were black. Among the 44 225 non‐black patients, 42 423 (95.9%) were white, 654 (1.5%) were Hispanic, 412 (0.9%) were Asian, 215 (0.5%) were American Native, 421 (1.0%) were of other races, and 100 (0.2%) had missing data on race. Black patients had a higher burden of vascular risk factors (Table [1](#jah33749-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). The number of device interrogations differed slightly between non‐black patients (median 5, interquartile range 2--9) and black patients (median 4, interquartile range 2--8). Devices were most often placed for sinoatrial node dysfunction (28.0%), syncope (17.7%), complete atrioventricular block (14.7%), and other atrioventricular block (6.5%); indications did not substantially differ between black and non‐black patients.

![Patient population flow diagram. AF indicates atrial fibrillation; AFL, atrial flutter.](JAH3-8-e010661-g001){#jah33749-fig-0001}

###### 

Characteristics of Medicare Beneficiaries With Implanted Cardiac Devices, Stratified by Race, 5% National Sample

  Characteristic[a](#jah33749-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}   Black (N=3192)   All Other Races (N=44 225)
  ------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- ----------------------------
  Age, mean (SD), y                                       76.9 (7.8)       78.3 (7.7)
  Person‐years of follow‐up                               7590.3           100 045.9
  Female                                                  1675 (52.5)      18 508 (41.9)
  Hypertension                                            2123 (66.5)      22 871 (51.7)
  Diabetes mellitus                                       1185 (37.1)      10 494 (23.7)
  Coronary heart disease                                  1278 (40.0)      17 355 (39.2)
  Heart failure                                           996 (31.2)       9141 (20.7)
  Peripheral vascular disease                             372 (11.7)       3830 (8.7)
  Chronic kidney disease                                  654 (20.5)       4630 (10.5)
  Valvular heart disease                                  414 (13.0)       5464 (12.4)
  Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease                   374 (11.7)       4930 (11.2)
  Tobacco use                                             130 (4.1)        1477 (3.3)
  Alcohol use                                             117 (3.7)        1070 (2.4)

SD indicates standard deviation.

Data are presented as number (%) unless otherwise specified.

During a mean follow‐up time of 2.3 (±2.1) years between the first and last documented device interrogation, there were 18 572 documented cases of incident AF/AFL. The annual incidence of AF/AFL was 12.2 (95% CI, 11.5--13.1) per 100 black beneficiaries per year and 17.6 (95% CI, 17.4--17.9) per 100 non‐black beneficiaries per year. By 5 years after the first documented device interrogation, the cumulative incidence of AF/AFL was lower among black beneficiaries (33.7%; 95% CI, 31.8--35.6%) compared with non‐black beneficiaries (44.4%; 95% CI, 43.9--45.0%) (Figure [2](#jah33749-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). After adjustment for demographic variables and vascular risk factors, black patients faced a lower hazard of AF/AFL than non‐black patients (hazard ratio \[HR\], 0.75; 95% CI, 0.70--0.80) (Table [2](#jah33749-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}).

![Cumulative incidence function of atrial fibrillation/flutter in black vs non‐black Medicare beneficiaries with implanted cardiac devices.](JAH3-8-e010661-g002){#jah33749-fig-0002}

###### 

Hazard Ratios for the Association Between Black Race and AF or AFL in Medicare Beneficiaries With Implanted Cardiac Devices, 5% National Sample

  Outcome   Model 1[a](#jah33749-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}   Model 2[b](#jah33749-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}   Model 3[c](#jah33749-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}
  --------- ------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------
  AF/AFL    0.70 (0.65--0.74)                                0.72 (0.67--0.77)                                0.74 (0.70--0.80)
  AF        0.68 (0.64--0.73)                                0.70 (0.66--0.75)                                0.73 (0.69--0.79)
  AFL       1.01 (0.82--1.25)                                1.09 (0.88--1.35)                                1.10 (0.89--1.36)

AF indicates atrial fibrillation; AFL, atrial flutter.

Data represent hazard ratios (95% CI) from unadjusted Cox proportional hazards models.

Data represent hazard ratios (95% CI) from Cox proportional hazards models adjusted for age and sex.

Data represent hazard ratios (95% CI) from Cox proportional hazards models adjusted for age, sex, coronary heart disease, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, heart failure, peripheral vascular disease, chronic kidney disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, valvular heart disease, tobacco use, and alcohol abuse.

After adjustment for potential confounding factors, the hazard of AF remained lower in black patients (HR, 0.73; 95% CI, 0.68--0.79) (Table [2](#jah33749-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). The adjusted hazard of AFL in black patients was not significantly different from that of non‐black patients (HR, 1.10; 95% CI, 0.89--1.36) (Table [2](#jah33749-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}).

During the study period, there were 3937 documented ischemic strokes. The annual incidence of ischemic stroke was 3.6 (95% CI, 3.2--4.0) per 100 black patients per year versus 2.6 (95% CI, 2.5--2.7) per 100 non‐black patients per year. The higher hazard persisted following adjustment for demographic variables and vascular risk factors (HR, 1.37; 95% CI, 1.22--1.53).

Our results were unchanged in sensitivity analyses. First, although the number of device interrogations differed slightly between black and non‐black patients, the likelihood of AF/AFL remained lower in black patients after we adjusted for interrogation frequency (HR, 0.76; 95% CI, 0.72--0.82). Second, black race was associated with a lower risk of AF/AFL when we limited our cohort to patients with at least 2 device interrogations at least 30 days apart (HR, 0.83; 95% CI, 0.76--0.91). Third, we found a similarly lower risk of AF/AFL in black patients relative to non‐black patients when limiting our cohort to patients with a documented implantation of a loop recorder or dual‐chamber device (HR, 0.67; 95% CI, 0.56--0.79), or when limiting our cohort to only those with a dual‐chamber device (HR, 0.65; 95% CI, 0.54--0.78).

We additionally conducted a number of post‐hoc sensitivity analyses. First, we narrowed our definition of AF to include only instances where beneficiaries had ≥2 outpatient or ≥1 inpatient claim; we found a similarly lower risk of AF/AFL in black patients versus non‐black patients (HR, 0.75; 95% CI, 0.70--0.81). Second, because race could potentially influence the frequency of device interrogation, we conducted a sensitivity analysis in which we did not censor patients at time of last interrogation, instead censoring them only at the time of death or end of Medicare coverage. Black patients continued to have a lower risk of AF/AFL (HR, 0.85; 95% CI, 0.80--0.91) than those of other races. Third, our results were unchanged when we conducted a sensitivity analysis adjusting for obesity (identified through *ICD‐9‐CM* codes) based on prior literature associating increased BMI with AF risk among black patients (AF/AFL \[HR, 0.75; 95% CI, 0.70--0.80\], AF \[HR, 0.73; 95% CI, 0.69--0.79\], and AFL \[HR, 1.10; 95% CI, 0.89--1.36\]).[28](#jah33749-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} Fourth, our findings were similar in a competing‐risks regression model accounting for the competing risk of death in a 10% random subset of the cohort (HR, 0.68; 95% CI, 0.55--0.85).

In our overall sample of Medicare beneficiaries with and without implanted cardiac devices, black patients again had a lower adjusted likelihood of AF/AFL than patients of other races (HR, 0.64; 95% CI, 0.63--0.64) despite a higher adjusted risk of ischemic stroke (HR, 1.62; 95% CI, 1.58--1.66).

Discussion {#jah33749-sec-0011}
==========

In a large cohort of elderly Medicare beneficiaries with implanted cardiac devices, black patients had a higher burden of vascular risk factors but a lower incidence of AF/AFL than patients of other races, most of whom were white. The lower incidence of the composite end point of AF/AFL reflected a lower risk of AF, while the risk of AFL was similar in both groups. Despite the lower incidence of AF, a common and potent stroke risk factor, black patients had a significantly higher risk of stroke than non‐black patients. These findings were robust across multiple sensitivity analyses.

Our findings build on prior studies that have reported lower rates of AF among black individuals.[3](#jah33749-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#jah33749-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#jah33749-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#jah33749-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#jah33749-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#jah33749-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#jah33749-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#jah33749-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#jah33749-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} Because AF can be paroxysmal, prior studies using records of single ECGs or diagnosis codes among the general population may not have captured the true burden of AF. Our cohort of patients with implanted cardiac devices and our access to diagnosis data from both inpatient and outpatient device interrogations likely allowed for better detection of AF, since data from clinical trials indicate that most cases of incident AF cannot be identified without continuous heart‐rhythm monitoring.[13](#jah33749-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#jah33749-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} In general, these trials enrolled few black subjects and did not report data on racial differences in AF incidence. It has been posited that the black‐white disparity in stroke risk may be partly attributable to relative under‐detection of AF in black patients compared with white patients.[10](#jah33749-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#jah33749-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} In this context, our study helps to advance our understanding of AF and stroke by indicating that the true underlying risk of AF in blacks is likely lower than in whites, and that unexplained racial disparities in stroke risk between blacks and whites involve factors other than differences in AF diagnosis.

Given that black patients have a higher prevalence of risk factors for AF, their lower rate of AF may indicate that atrial disease in black individuals follows a distinct pathophysiology as compared with individuals of other races.[30](#jah33749-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} The variation among our studied population in racial disparities between AF and AFL may align with this hypothesis; the divergent racial patterns of AF versus AFL may reflect subtle but potentially significant differences between the pathologies of the 2 arrhythmias.[31](#jah33749-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} Blacks have lower rates of left atrial dilatation[5](#jah33749-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#jah33749-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#jah33749-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} and lower levels of plasma natriuretic peptides,[34](#jah33749-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} both of which are associated with AF,[35](#jah33749-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#jah33749-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} but exhibit higher rates of electrocardiographic left atrial abnormalities.[11](#jah33749-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} While both black and white individuals may develop abnormal atrial substrate in response to aging and vascular risk factors, these abnormalities may predispose them to AF to varying degrees, and/or perhaps white individuals are more susceptible to developing arrhythmias in the setting of the same abnormal tissue substrate.[6](#jah33749-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} Excess stroke risk in blacks may also result from a greater prevalence of other types of cardiac pathology or non‐cardiac pathologies such as intracranial atherosclerosis.[37](#jah33749-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}

The results reported here must be considered within the context of several limitations. First, our analysis was isolated to patients with implanted cardiac devices and may not be generalizable to the greater population. However, our findings were similar in a confirmatory analysis of our overall Medicare sample. Second, analyses of administrative claims data are subject to misclassification error. To mitigate such error, we limited our study to individuals with documented interrogations of implanted cardiac devices and used validated diagnosis codes for AF/AFL and stroke. In a sensitivity analysis narrowing the coding scheme for AF to ≥2 outpatient or ≥1 inpatient claim, our results were unchanged as well. However, the use of diagnosis codes precluded a nuanced evaluation of arrhythmias. Because we lacked access to patients' actual device interrogation results, we may have missed some atrial tachyarrhythmias that were detected but not documented because of a perceived lack of clinical significance. This would be relevant if such non‐coding occurred in a systemically different way in black patients versus white patients. This seems unlikely given that we found a similar incidence of AFL between the 2 groups, suggesting an absence of systemic undercoding of atrial arrhythmias in black patients. Similarly, other institutionalized differences in care, particularly with regards to indications for device implantation and the frequency of device interrogation, may explain disparate rates of AF between racial groups. However, we found a minimal difference in the number of documented interrogations between black patients and patients of other races, and our results were unchanged in a sensitivity analysis adjusting for the number of device interrogations. Additionally, our findings persisted in a sensitivity analysis censoring patients only at time of death or end of Medicare coverage as opposed to at time of last interrogation. Furthermore, our results were similar in a confirmatory analysis of all Medicare beneficiaries, not just those with implanted devices. We additionally found comparable rates of AFL in both groups, arguing against institutionalized differences in device placement or interrogation as a major explanation of our findings. Third, the *CPT* codes we used to identify device interrogations in our primary analysis apply to both single‐ and dual‐lead cardioverter‐defibrillators and pacemakers, and thus, not all interrogations were derived from devices capable of detecting atrial rhythm. However, our results were unchanged in a sensitivity analysis limited to patients with implanted loop recorders or dual‐chamber cardioverter‐defibrillators or pacemakers.

Conclusion {#jah33749-sec-0012}
==========

In summary, we found that among Medicare beneficiaries with implanted cardiac devices capable of detecting atrial rhythm, black patients had a lower incidence of AF despite a higher incidence of ischemic stroke. Further investigation of this paradox may elucidate novel mechanisms of cardioembolic stroke and reveal targets for reducing racial disparities in stroke risk.
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